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Some general fixed point theorems 
SEHIE PARK* and B. E. RHOADES 

In the late 1960's and early 1970's a large number of fixed point papers were 
written involving definitions which are generalizations of the original contractive 
definition attributed to Banach. A classification and comparison of many of these 
definitions appears in [17]. More recently, several authors have made improvements 
by recognizing that the contractive definitions need not hold for all points in the 
space. For example, B. FISHER [7] has proved several fixed point theorems involving 
contractive definitions which are satisfied only for points x, f y , for x, y in the 
space. (See also [18].) (ÜIRIÓ [3] made the observation that certain contractive 
definitions imply the boundedness of 0(x), the orbit of x, for each x in the space, 
where 0(x) = {x,f(x),f2(x), ...}. This idea has been utilized by HEGEDŰS [ 1 1 ] . 

Other authors have used a contractive definition involving a function <p: R+ —i?+, 
which is nondecreasing and satisfies <p(t)-^t for each />0, where R + =[0 , 
(See, e.g. [1].) 

In this paper we establish several fixed point theorems involving hypotheses 
weak enough to include a number of fixed point theorems as special cases. 

Our first result is the following, which is a generalization of Theorem 4.1 of 
the first author [16]. 

Let X be a topological space. A function G: is called /-orbitally 
lower semicontinuous at a point p£X if, for every x0£_X, x„k~*P implies G(p)^ 
s l im inffc G(xnJ, where {x„k} is a subsequence of {x„}, and {*„} is defined by 
x„+i=/(x„); i.e., {xn}=0(xo). 

Theorem 1. Let f be a selfmap of a topological space X, and d a non-
negative, real valued function defined on XXX such that d(x, y)=d(y, x) and 
d(x,y)~ 0 i f f x=y. If there exists a point u£X such that lim„ d(f"+1 (u), f(u)) = Q, 
and, if {/"(«)} has a convergent subsequence with limit p£X, then p is a fixed 
point of f if and only if G(x)—d(x,f(x)) is f-orbitally lower semicontinuous at p. 
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Proo f . Suppose {/"*(«)} converges to a fixed point p of f . Then 0 = G ( p ) ^ 
Slim inf* G(/""(«))• 

Conversely, if G is /-orbitally lower semicontinuous at p, then 

0 = lim„ d( /"+ 1(") , /"(")) = Hm inf trf(/«*+K"), /"<•(")) ^ d(p, f{p% 

since, for each k sufficiently large, there exists an integer nk satisfying nk^k. 
Theorem 1 includes Theorem 2 of [15]. 

C o r o l l a r y 1. Let X be a metric space, f:X—X, (p:X—R+ such that, 
there exists a point u£X with d(x, f(x))^cp(x) — (p(/(*)) for each x£0(u), and 
0(u) is complete. Then 

(i) lim f(u)=p exists, and 
n 

(ii) p is a fixed point of f if and only if G = d{x,f(x)) is f-orbitally lower 
semicontinuous at p. 

The proof of Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 1 and the following 

L e m m a (SIEGEL [ 2 0 ] . Let {x„} be a sequence in 0(u) such that d(xn, 
^(p(xn) — (p(xn+1) for all n,(p,u as in Corollary 1. Then lim„ xn exists. 

Corollary 1 compares well with CARISTI'S Theorem [2] and Theorem 1 of [12] 
as special cases. 

Let 5{0{x)) denote the diameter of the orbit of x. 
The following result is an extension of HEGEDŰS [ 1 1 ] and Theorem 1 of DANES [ 4 ] . 

T h e o r e m 2. Let f be a selfmap of a metric space (X, d) satisfying:. 
(i) Ő(O (jc)) < oo far each x£X. 

(ii) There exists u^X such that 0(u) has a cluster point p£X. 
(iii) There exists a map (p : R+-+R+ which is nondecreasing, continuous from 

the right and satisfies (p(t)^t for each / > 0 and the inequality, 

d{f(x)J2(y)) 3= <K<5(O(x)UO(/(>0))) for each x,y£X. 

Then p is the unique fixed point of f and lim f(u)—p. 
n 

P r o o f . Define Q„=S(0(/"(«)))• From (i), Q„ is finite for each n. Since 
Q„+i^en for each n, {g„} converges to some number £=0-

For each +1, from (iii), 

<*(/'(«),/'(«)) cpiSiOif-^ÖOifJ-^u)))) s <p{0 (0(f(u)))) = cp{Qn\ 

so that Qn+1^(p(e„) for each n. Since (p is continuous from the right, Q^<p(e), 
which implies e = 0 . Therefore {/"(«)} is Cauchy, and f(u)—p by (ii). 

For each e > 0 there exists an integer N such that n^N implies d(f(u),p)^e. 
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For any integers m>0 and n>N, from (iii) it follows 

^ d(p , / n + 1 (" ) ) + <p(^(0(/m-1(p))UO(/n-1(")))) s 6+<p(max{2£, 0{0(p))+e}). 

From the Lemma of [11], ô (O (p)) = sup d(p,fm(p)), so that we have 
m 

s(0(pj) S £+<p(max {2E, <5(0(p))+c}). 

Since e is arbitrary, ô(0(p))^<p(ô(0 (/>))), so that 0(p)=0, which implies 
ô(0(p))=0. Therefore p=f(p). 

Uniqueness follows from (iii). 
The next result is an extension of Theorem 2 to 2-metric spaces, and is a genera-

lization of Theorem 1 of [19]. 
A 2-metric space is a space X in which, for each triplé of points a, b, c, there 

exists a real-valued nonnegative function g satisfying 
(la) for each pair of points a, b, a^b, of X, there exists a point c£X such 

that g(a,b,c)?£0, 
(lb) g(a, b, c )=0 when at least two of the points are equal, 
(2) g (a, b, C) = Q (A, c,b) — g (b, c, a), and 
(3) g(a, b, c)^g(a, b, d) + g(a, d, c) + g(d, b, c). 
For other properties of 2-metric spaces the reader may consult [5], [6], [8]—[10], 

and [21]. Fixed point theorems for 2-metric spaces appear in [13], [14], and [19]. 
For a set AŒX, define ÔA(A)=sup {g(x, y, a)\x, yÇA}. In a 2-metric space 

a sequence {*„} is called bounded if, for each aÇX, sup g(xm, x„, and 
m,n 

Cauchy, if, for each e>0 there exists an integer N—N(a, e) such that g(xm, x„, a )<e 
for all m,n>N. g is always continuous in one coordinate. 

Theorem 3. Let f be a selfmap of a 2-metric space X with the following 
properties: 

(i) 5a[0(x)(J0(y)] is finite for each x, y, a£X. 
(ii) There exists u£X such that 0(u) has a cluster point p£X. 

(iii) There exists a map <p: R+—-R+ which is semicontinuous from the right, 
nondecreasing, and satisfies (p(t)<t for each t> 0. 

( i v ) / satisfies q(/(*),/2(y), a)^(p[ôa(0(x)U0(/( j)))] for each x,y,a£X. 
Then p is the unique fixed point of / , and lim f(u)=p. ft 

Proof . Let n be an arbitrary integer, i,j integers satisfying i>j^n. 

QifKu), p(u), a) = e(/(/J_1(w), W ' » ) , a) S 

— ^(W/^MUOt/*-2^)))] ë <p[ôa(0(fj-\u)))-] ^ ôB(0(fJ-\u))) < -
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by (iv). Taking the supremum over all we obtain 

(4) ¿ a [0( / n ( i / ) ) ] S <p{5a[0(J"-\u))]) ^ Sa[0(f"\u))l 

If we define S„=5a [ 0 (/"(«))], then {<5„} is nonincreasing and hence converges 
to a real number ¿SO. Also, (5n+1^<p(<5„). From (iii) it follows that ¿^<p(5), 
and hence ¿ = 0 . 

For eaclf m =»«, 

e(/m(u), /"(«), a) S <p{5a[0{f"-\u))}) s d a \ p { f - \ u j j \ = - 0 a s n -

Therefore {/"(«)} is Cauchy and, from (ii), converges to p. 
It remains to show that p is a fixed point for / . As in the proof of (4) it can 

be shown that 

and hence, that 

(5) l im5 0[0( / , ' (u)U/"(p))] = 0, for each a£X. 

Using (3), 

&(p,/n(p), a) ^ e(p,f"(p),fn(u))+0(p,f(u), a)+6(f"(u),f(p), a) ^ 

^ Sp[0(f"(u)Uf(p))] + e(p, /"(«) , a)+8a[0(f"(u)Ur(p))l 

Taking the limit as « — a n d using (5), we have 

(6) l im Q(p,fn(j>), a) = 0. n 

Now let ¿„=¿„[0(/"(/>))]• Again using (3), for any « > / n > 0 , 

Q(p,fm(p), a) 3= Q(p,fm(p),f"(p)) + e{pJn(p), a) + e{f (p)> fm(p)> a) 

^ e(pJm(p),fn(p)) + Q(p,fn(p), a) + 5x. 

Taking the limit as n — oo, and using (5) and (6), one obtains 

(7) < ? ( p , / " ( p ) , « ) ^ i . 

If, for any h, ¿„7^0, then, from (4) and (iii), ¿n + 1S(p(5n)<5n . Also, 

Sn = max {supm^„ e{fn(p)Jm(p), a), supmf/^„ <? ( / m (/>)>/J'0>), a)}. 

If ¿„>0, then supm y=,n i?(/m (/>),/'(/>), a) (<5„)<= <5„, so that 

(8) <5„ — supra^n 8(fn(p),fm(p), a)-

If ¿o^O. then, taking the supremum of (7) for TM>0, and using (8), yields 
Sg^Sj. But ¿1^<p(S0)<6o, so that S0<S0 , a contradiction. 
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Therefore <50=0 and p is a fixed point for / . 
To establish uniqueness, suppose w is also a fixed point of / . From (iv), 

e(P,«) = e ( / ( p ) , / 2 0 ) , a) ^ <p(8a[0(p)U0(f(w))]) = 

= <H<U0(p)UO(w)]) = (p(e(p, w, a)). 

From the definition of q>, g(p, w, a)^0 yields the contradiction g(p, w, a)< 
<-g(p,w,a). Therefore g(p,w,a)=0 for all a£X, i.e., p = w. 

Remark . W O N G [ 2 2 ] has noted that, for nondecreasing functions <p: R+ -*R+, 
<p is continuous from the right if and only if (p is upper semicontinuous from the 
right. It is for this reason that the theorems of this paper have been phrased in 
terms of q> being continuous from the right. 
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